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FLYING TRAI1UNG (Table 51-1)
(Applicable Air Force-wide)
1

Rule 11. Changed the disposition of completed
answer sheets to "destroy after exam s.coresare
entered in aircrew qualification record and
certified;" same disposition as current but
deleting unnecessary words. We also changed the
descriptions to delete excess words and accommodate
added Rule 11.1.

2

R~le.11.1. Added, to destroy written exams when
superseded, obsolete, or no longer needed
whichever is sooner;" as the exams are us~d
continuously as necessary. Rule 11 currently
covers the written exams.
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Evaluation
Office
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entered in
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open/closed book exams,
instrument exams

destroy when
superseded,
obsolete, or
no longer
needed,
Whichever is
sooner.

